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Rocket propulsion system components such as turbines/pumps and nozzles often have
aerodynamically-rough surfaces or surfaces which become rough during operation. Also, these
surfaces are often in regions of accelerating flow. The interaction between surface roughness and
acceleration is complicated and not predicted by a simple superposition of flat-plate rough-wall
correlations and smooth-wall acceleration effects.
For the smooth wall, acceleration causes a decrease in the Stanton number when compared
with equivalent unaccelerated flow. When the acceleration is strong enough, the turbulent
boundary-layer heat transfer rates will approach those of a laminar flow and the boundary layer
is said to have relaminarized. Under proper conditions, rough-wall accelerated flow can have the
opposite behavior with increasing Stanton numbers and hence much larger heat transfer rates.
The objective of this research was to experimentally investigate the combined effects of
freestream acceleration and surface roughness on heat transfer and fluid flow in the turbulent
boundary layer. The experiments included a variety of flow conditions ranging from
aerodynamically-smooth to transitionally-rough to fully-rough boundary layers with accelerations
ranging from moderate to moderately strong. The test surfaces used were a smooth-wall test
surface and two rough-wall test surfaces which were roughened with 1.27 mm diameter
hemispheres spaced 2 and 4 base diameters apart in a staggered array. The experiments were
conducted in the Turbulent Heat Transfer Test Facility in the mechanical engineering laboratories
at Mississippi State University. The measurements consisted of Stanton number distributions,
mean-temperature profiles, skin-friction distributions, mean-velocity profiles, turbulence-intensity
profiles, and Reynolds-stress profiles.
The Stanton numbers for the rough-wall experiments increased with acceleration. For
aerodynamically-smooth and transitionally-rough boundary layers, the effect of the roughness is
not seen immediately at the beginning of the accelerated region as it is for fully-rough boundary
layers; however, as the boundary layer thins under acceleration, the surface becomes relatively
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